
Hello Hello EveryOne! Did you know that walls can talk? If Nature is the Source of every 
Life on Earth on the biological level,  the Master of Geography, Lakes, Oceans and 
Mountains (what the Incas called Pacha Mama), our Home and Decoration are the 
landscape  WE choose  to create around us to make us feel comfortable  and inspired. I 
have  always  admired Art, and painting Mandalas not only has been a complete life 
changer for me, I also realized, looking at patterns, Geometry and structures, that they 
convey much more energy and meaning than they appear. Today I would like  to share 
my experience  about something as incredible as  channeling and time travel. This article 
itself is a space-time  & quantum entanglement experiment. Of course, you are  well 
aware  that art can help us tap into our intuition and creativity, but what if I told you that 
your future  self can be communicating with you through this  channel and send you the 
keys to understanding your life and unlock your future? 

"Love is the one thing we're capable of perceiving that transcends dimensions of time and 
space. Maybe we should trust that, even if we can't understand it".

Amelia Brand, (Anne Hathaway), Interstellar

After travelling the world and visiting some of the most sacred sites and wonders like 
Angkor Wat, Machu Picchu, Stonehenge, Mesa Verde, I started noticing many 
phenomenons and synchronicities increasing in my life, like  a very powerful force  was 
guiding me on my journey to collect and redistribute these mystical energies. In every 
continents, our founders used to (and still do) observe nature  to build their society, 
linking concepts from every perspective, like  architecture with astrology, medecine  with 
food, chants, nature  and art to organize life  and communicate. Ayurveda is  a great 
modern heritage  of these conscious applications. When I arrived in the USA, 8 years 
ago, I got drawned to painting and writing, exploring techniques and designs, always 
painting with the  intention that it will reach its  perfect person. After teaching languages 
all my life, this was a new way to  express my vision, more subtil and universal, that can 
evolve along with our own reality. These  concepts  can sound very abstract, until a 
group of Masterminds and Genius researchers changed my life forever.
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I had been following the 
Resonance Science Foundation 
for a long time, but this  past 
y e a r I s t a r t e d n o t i c i n g 
incredible similarities between 
our works, the patterns found 
in nature and their reflection in 
our physical and spiritual 
reality. From their studies of 
a r c h e o l o g i c a l s i t e s , 
mathematics  and biological 
structures, we  can better 
understand the patterns in our 
life and mind. This also involves 
the  most simple and beautiful things. Does this often happen that people  answer your 
question before you even start to ask, or lives an experience at the very same  moment, 
like  the information comes from another dimension? Does this  sound insane? My 
question is, can we  be  sane if there isn't a  deeper meaning to explain our experiences 
and feelings, if we can't believe in miracles and magic? Who could have guessed, 
following the affirmations of Nicolas Tesla, that we would really become able  to use  a 
tiny device to communicate  despite  time and space? This truly makes  us wonder about 
what comes next. What if we already had or could develop these abilities naturally, just 
by exploring the  field of possibilities? "It's magic until it's science!", they said, and that 
just made sense. 

Nassim Haramein, Director of Research at the  Resonance  Academy and his amazing 
team, have gathered several exploration groups in the most inspiring places around the 
planet in the Inca Valley, Egypt or during worldwide summits like  Contact in the Desert, 
to develop and bring forth that knowledge. I was astonished discovering their 
conferences like "Egypt Revisited" by Jamie  Janover or "The Sacred Science of 
Ancient Temples" by Dr. Lydia Gian de León, where you can find passionating 
explanations about our planets's treasures. What a wonderful reconnection with my 
Soul family! You can also look into William Brown's conferences, who now makes it easy 
to picture how the information can travel in simultaneous timelines, as its memory is 
registered in each particule, itself connected to the entire  universe. This strongly 
helped me put words on my passion and the  confidence  that my work was coherent, 
but not only: It also brought me  something so very precious, the feeling of being part 
of something greater, a new way of seeing life in Colors, Art, Poetry... and a Family. 
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"It's saying something deeper about 
relationships of scales and forces that clearly 
shows it's all One thing... so when you put 
these gears together, then these definitions 
change, you start to see it's not just four 
forces, it's a fundamental pattern of flow of 
information of the universe". Nassim 
Haramein

Dotillism is a meditative  painting technique 
encouraging us to look at things from a 
higher standpoint, so when Art, Science and 
evolutionary minds come  together through 
amazing words and imagery, we can 
understand how we are all connected, from 
the  microcosm to the macrocosm, and 
everything in between is made of space, 
giving way for channels where flows an 

intangible  yet infinite library of knowledge and information that we can translate 
through our own lens, passion and intuition to contribute to the evolution of human 
consciousness and imagination, where  every invention, or should I say discovery, is 
initiated. By highlighting the meaning of evolutionary concepts like  Space-Time travel 
or telepathy, we can bring sense to this incredible  Matrix, anchoring them into 
normalcy and generating a whole new energy around cultures, human relations and 
history. This is when the magic and healing happens. 

What Mandala Art has been doing for me, and hopefully for many, is  develop and 
express my creativity, bring balance  between polarities while  teaching me patience  and 
focus, also working with the energy of crystals, colors, patterns and symbols. I teach 
workshops in Jacksonville and am also the author 
of a deeply symbolic card deck, The Mother 
Earth Mandala Oracle, that can help you develop 
your intuition and skills for interpretation. A way 
to honor our beautiful diversity by highlighting 
each other's perception while  promoting peace 
and unity. We  have seen it in 2020, what was 
once Science-Fict ion ( Interstel lar, Mary 
Poppins...) is becoming our reality, so... are  you 
ready to dive into these paintings? 
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MYSTERY

Let's take the example of one of my artworks, "Mystery", a  symbol coming from a crop 
circle found in England in 2018. During a dinner at my house, I showed this  painting to 
my friends asking them what they think it represents, and many interesting 
interpretations came up, like we were solving the puzzle together. What do you see? 

The  first thing that comes to my mind is 
the  shapes of Suns and Moons, the four 
points of orientation, and diagonal 
connections, like  an orbit. The X in the 
center can also remind us of a 
mathematical equation with the space 
for a value, that would activate a 
mecanism (like in The Fifth Element by 
Luc Besson) with handles that we  can 
spin to open the  gate of a space-time 
tunnel or energy vortex. 

"What we call entanglement, has a physical explanation that you can describe as the 
connection between two space-time frames via the geometry. Consider  it like you have 
two spheres that represent a space-time coordonate (in a certain location), you can 
describe the geometry of how these two coordonates are connected as a tunnel. This is 
actually the exact approach that Einstein and Rosen talked about to describe the 
structure of point particules. We refer to that as a Einstein-Rosen bridge, a space 
time geometry that connects two different referencements, two different 
locations. (...) So, When we say everything is connected, it is litterally true, at the 
most foundamental level, aspect and physical reality, you have the world and you 
have space. When you look at the nature of space, it is deeply connected and 
entangled, like an architectural arrangement at the quantum level". William Brown, 
Biophysicist at the Resonance Science Foundation.

Numerology also can bring us some very interesting insights about the messages 
behind shapes and patterns. The number four is a very strong number of Foundation, 
like  the  square  base of an architectural structure  with pillars, galleries and tunnels and, 
on the  spiritual level, the  base for a new way of living. If you make the  sum of all the 
numbers  in your date of birth and reduce  them until you obtain a number between 1 
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and 9, you will find your life path number. The  persons who have a life path number 
four can be referred as "Builders", and often work in a field like Architecture, 
Construction, or in a most abstract form like  Strategy planning or Land organization. 
The  shape of a number itself can give  you interpretation hints. Observing the 8, I can 
associate quotes or key words like  "As above, so below", an idea of Infinity and 
Connectivity. Imagine  that you are travelling on the shape  itself, from the  conjunction 
point, the  Earth, all the way to the  skies  and landing to the ground, like  a journey of 
inspiration and manifestation. 

On the sociological level, it almost looks like  groups isolated from each other at 
crossroads, like cocoons, protective  shields, or even like  an axe  where points have 
been rounded, making us wonder what we need to do to reach and influence  our 
communities more positively. When I first painted it, I was not completely satisfied as I 
thought I should have made  the  circle more  perfect, but then I realized that it was a 
perfect circle, just from an other perspective, like a spaceship rising from the field at 
eye level. It was meant to be exactly like this, perfect in its  imperfection, just like  us 
humans, with all our mess and craziness while  trying to become the  best version of 
ourselves. 

On another note, isn't it interesting that I 
painted this "Nautical Star" mandala in 
2016, and this crop circle appeared a few 
month later, like  a response from the  skies 
with a more soothing version of this 
symbol... Connected? I take  it as a 
message  to round the edges and care for 
each other so we can all activate the gates 
of Peace and Love the Universe. 

LOVE IS ALL



RAINBOW SUN

One  day, last may, I was invited to participate  to  my first international Mandala 
Workshop by Aravinda and a wonderful team of holistic practitioners for the Guru Yoga 
Online Retreat that was very well attended. During the  design creation, I drew a green 
dragon-looking pattern all around the  circle, with the OM symbol at the center (which 
represent peace, unity, the  home, the  whole, and so much more...) and sunrays with all 
the  chakra colors. Green is the color of the heart chakra, nature, and carries a very 
positive connotation (green light, green energies...). Right after my workshop, our 
friends over in Lebanon started playing a wonderful music on their rooftop with this 
instrument called Harmonium. 

On the evening of the workshop, opening my social media, I read on the news that, at 
the  very same time, there was the first SpaceX test flight of the Crew Dragon 
happening. I then notice that two of the  participants had posted pictures of their 
mandalas with designs that looked just like two outfits I got that day. These were such 
amazing synchronicities that made us realize  how everything is connected, and we  are 
all using our ideas, imagination, intuition and passions to draw information and energy 
from a universal library, an elaborate  grid of ideas and energies floating in the air to 
grasp and manifest. In other words, following our bliss to contribute to the  evolution of 
human consciousness and, as you may know... it takes a village!  
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MasterMinds

"This process isn't about turning you into something you're not - changing an introvert 
into an extravert, for instance. It's about accomplishing something deeper, better, and 

more custom tailored to you, and only you, that can last a lifetime"
Dean Graziosi

Now, I would love for you to tell me what this version of the Metatron's cube inspires 

you. This is a work in the making with the main design and background, with very 

soothing and natural colors. How would you highlight it? What colors would you paint 

with? Try to visualize it in your Mind and bring this painting to life... EnJoy!
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Artist Biography

PachaMamArt is  a brand inspired by the wonders of the  Earth, an art created to diffuse 
beauty and calming energies. Through the meditative  approach of dotillism, I paint 
mandalas and abstracts with acrylics, using the  intensity of colors and natural patterns 
to fulfill the eyes and the soul. I like  to consider the language of Art as an amazing 
healing and inspiring tool to connect and communicate. One of the  best feelings is 
when art became an opportunity to explore  great cities like New York or Miami during 
exhibitions and workshops, and to meet talented friends full of creativity to brighten 
my journey. I am a proud Mama and recently painted "Colors of Nature", a collection 
of 30 artworks for the Children Hospital of New Orleans. During the  past two years in 
Jacksonville, I had the  chance of working with local or international non-profit 
organizations promoting wellness and environmental awareness, like  Celestial Farms or 
the  Murray Hillbilly, my favorite  restaurant, where  you can find some of my art and the 
best vegan burgers in town. If you would like  to know more about my journey, I invite 
you to visit my website or social media. Most of my original artworks are  available  at 
the  beautiful Art See and Shop Gallery in St John's  Town center, and you can find a 
series of online  workshops, tutorials, books and home decor products on my website 
www.PachaMamArt.org. Thank you for this opportunity to introduce myself and 
envision new projects to make our world an even more colorful and cheerful place. 

Sincerely,

Fanny Menardi 

IG: @the.dot.whisperer
fb: @PachaMamArt


